
Radon: A discrete, invisible & imperceptible killer

The solution to canalize radon away from your home



Some facts

Harmful radioactive gas and highly carcinogen. 
Radon is present in all soil and infi ltrates homes through 
foundations, piping and everything that comes in 
contact with the ground. This gas must absolutely be 
canalized.

Designed and made in Canada, Polymos®’ Ekö-RAD 
ensures security and peace of mind by canalizing 
radon from your new built home. Ekö-RAD 
was especially made to ventilate radon. Made of 
EPS, the Ekö-RAD tile is a great insulator (R-11.1), 
providing a superior comfort and minimizing heat 
loss and thereby heating costs. In short, the 
Ekö-RAD plays a dual role.

Installed directly on the granular material, the 
Ekö-RAD replaces 4 in (100 mm) of it. Each tile has 
shiplaps, cutting the thermal bridges between the tiles. 
Once all the Ekö-RAD tiles are in place, a 6 mil vapour 
barrier is installed and the concrete slab can be cast.

«Radon concentration may vary widely between 
houses, even if they are close to each other.»
(Source: Gouvernement du Québec)

«Radon accumulates mainly in the lower and least 
ventilated rooms of a house, such as in the basement.»
(Source: Gouvernement du Québec)

«Radon can seep into buildings, particularly through 
foundations. It can sometimes accumulate and reach levels 
that are dangerous to health. Given it is a gas with no 
smell, taste or colour, it is impossible to detect with the 
senses.»
(Source: Quebec Lung Association)
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STATISTICS

• 16 % of lung cancers are linked to 

radon gas

• Radon is the 2nd  cause of lung cancer after 

cigarette smoking

- 1 in 20 : Risk for a non-smoker 

developping lung cancer

- 1 in 3 : Risk for a smoker developping 

lung cancer
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As per the current method to canalize radon, a perforated 
pipe is installed in the granular material all the way into 
the center of the slab to aspirate as much as possible 
radon with a fan.

With the Ekö-RAD, the spacing between the legs 
ensures maximum ventilation, allowing a fan to aspirate 
eff ortlessly all radon in the ground.
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1  Concrete 

2  Vapour Barrier  
3  Insulation
4  Granular material

5  Exhaust chimney
6  Ground

7  Ekö-RAD insulating tile

How Ekö-RAD can help you?
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Canalizing radon

WITHOUT Ekö-RAD WITH Ekö-RAD
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Founded in 1969 in Terrasse-Vaudreuil, west of Montreal, Polymos® stands out as a leader in the expanded plastics industry in 
North America.

The company off ers under one roof all the needed services for the accomplishment of each project:

• Consultation, engineering, design, prototyping
• Production of components through a moulding process
• Production of components by cutting large blocks
• Assembly
• Quality Assurance
• Customer service

Polymos® is part of a select group of companies that have succeeded to obtain their “Remarkable Employer” certifi cation, 
delivered by the BNQ (Normalization Bureau of Quebec).

Experience, creativity and engineering are three solid pillars on which Polymos®’ customers can rely on.

Some Polymos® major projects

About Polymos®

Since EPS is a closed-cell material fi lled of 98 % of air, it has excellent insulating properties. EPS is a material of choice when 
it comes to prevent temperatures fl uctuations. It does not degrade over time, remains stable and keep its insulating qualities 
(R-value) over the years.

Since EPS doesn’t produce leachate, it is an environmentally responsible choice. Furthermore, EPS maintains its R-value over 
time, even after years of periods of freeze & thaw. 

Polymos® product line
• Type 1,2,3 • HD210 Boards 
• Ekö-RAD • HD275 Boards
• Ekösteps®  • HD400 Boards 

Insulation products

Highway 40 BerthiervilleHighway 30 Landmark (Passive house)

} Shiplap or straignt edges

Landmark (Passive house)

We shape ideas with foam


